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Draft agenda of the 6th meeting of the GRSG  

Task-force on UN Regulation No. R39 covering mileage values 

TF-R39MV 
 

 

Date: Monday 25 March 2024 - 13:00-17:30 

 Tuesday 26 March 2024 - 9:30-12:30 

Venue: OICA offices 

 4 rue de Berri 

 F-75008 - Paris 

Hybrid: MS TEAMS link 

Chairman: Tim Guiting, NL (tguiting@rdw.nl) 

Secretariat: Mr. Olivier Fontaine, OICA (ofontaine@oica.net)   

Documents: Task-force dedicated wikipage 

 

 

1. Welcome and Introduction. 

 

The chair is expected to recall the state of play of the discussions on the main items, e.g. 

- Existing data 

- Discussions on possible amendments to UN R39 

 

2. Approval of the provisional agenda. 

Document: TF-39MV-06-01 

 

The agenda was approved without any change.  

 

 

3. Approval of the draft minutes of the TF-R39MV 4th session. 

Document: TF-39MV-05-07. 

 

Last session was held on 7-8 February. The minutes were approved without any change.  

 

4. Collecting relevant existing data, research and documentation available in the contracting 

parties. (wiki page) 

 

The group may wish to discuss in particular the content of the document “ADAC report 'From speedometer 

fraud to cyber security’ ” as well as its presence on the dedicated wikipage.  

 

The group discussed the document ADAC report 'From speedometer fraud to cyber security' - german 

language version. 

Mix of facts, half true and half statements. The expert orally stated that there was a Mafia problem and 

mileage fraud in Switzerland, while actiually the swiss authorities are not aware of it; yet the document 

does not mention CH. 

The document mentions the possibility to tamper the vehicles easily which is not true, then the odometer 

could mark “zero” while the vehicle is for sale.  

Mr. Reinhard mention that the document is actually very serious.  

OICA requested the document be removed.  

The chair informed the document was presented hence should be posted.  

OICA: requested that in this case the document should be commented on.  

Chair: all posted documents can provoke doubts. 

NL: had doubt about Swedish document. 

OICA: that S document was tabled by the Swedish authorities, with backing data.  OICA pointed out that 

the presence of such document on the UN wiki gives it credibility it does not deserve. The OICA expert 

committed to guide the group into the document to flag the controversial statements, so as the group could 

officially take some distance to the document.  

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_NTdjMWVkODgtZGE2Ny00NTYwLThkZTMtOGEwNDRlYjc0ZjNj%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2241bed54f-5f95-48dd-afe0-0b178bf00df1%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2286a309a6-0139-406c-bcec-53a3924d5e35%22%7d
mailto:ofontaine@oica.net
https://wiki.unece.org/display/trans/3rd+session+GRSG+Task+Force+R39+on+Mileage+Values
https://wiki.unece.org/display/trans/supporting+documents
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NL: There is no harm in addressing the concerns in a counter-document that specifically deals with the 

items that are controversial. 

 

Item to be re-addressed on the 2nd day of the meeting.  

 

 

 

 

5. Revision of draft working document  

 

Document:  

➢ TF-R39MV-05-03 (Chair) Draft working document - outcome of 5th meeting- day 2.docx  

➢ TF-R39MV-06-02 (NL) 

 

- definitions,  

- accuracy value 5/4/2.5%, incl. expectations from contracting parties and input by OICA  

- Annex 4 test-method  

- anti-tampering measures  

- etc.  

 

the NL expert on Cyber-Security explained that the odometer is subject to high risk of mitigation. The thread 

analysis in R155 could be a good way to go forward. 

The chair questioned the group as to whether a reference to UNR155 would be appropriate in UN R39 

OICA: the R155 is no voluntary regulation, there is no option to the manufacturer, the OEM must show how the 

manufacturer arrived to the conclusion they arrived. The expert insisted that there is no way a manufacturer can 

escape from an in-depth analysis in UN R155. The risk of tampering is quite low due to the anti-tampering 

measures of the OEM thanks to the provisions of the regulation.  

NL: if the tampering is assessed as a “high risk”, then you must address it as such. The other NL expert shared 

his opinion that this group must simply make sure that odometer tampering is taken by the OEM as a high risk.  

OICA read an excerpt of the UN R155, pointing out that the OEM must show that they have all the processes 

and safeguards to ensure that the data in the vehicle are properly protected;  

NL: showed Annex 5, paragraph 4, with a “may” that can permit an OEM, with good argumentation, to lower 

the treatment of the odometer values.  

OICA: don’t mix the requirements and the strategy of the OEM to overcome the CS. Since CS is permanently 

evolving, the approval to UN R155 is rapidly obsolete. The technology is fast evolving. Hence the OEMs need 

flexibility in treating the protection of data. The good experts are in the CS IWG. 

F: R155 is devided in management processes (eavuation of the processes), not subject to mutual recognition; 

and the technical measures and counter systems for each dedicated device. And UN R39 should not refer to the 

process evaluation part, rather to the technical part. In Annex 5, the OEM must demonstrate why some asects 

are not covered. The R39 IWG must ensure that the reference to R39 correctly addresses the need.  

 

NL: R155 has no strict pass/fail criteria since it is the 1st regulation addressing data protection. Hence the results 

are not consistent among the various technical services. This is why the proposal in document 06-02 points out 

the manipulation of the indicated distance + “proportionate mitigations”.  

 

OICA (Arne): about the “definition” of CS: if the OEM must informa to the exterior world how dara are 

protected, this will weaken the data protection.  

Chair: this can be addressed.  

OICA: the means for data protection should not be released.  

NL: “Mitigation 7” in the regulation is high but is still achievable as an open provision. OK to add “another 

process of similar level of protection, in agreement the Type Approval Authority  

 

NL: showed again the Slide 2 of the NL presentation of meeting No.5 then slides 7 & 10. The threat analysis 

depends on the level of importance they give to the data protection.  

F: of course R155 cannot give all the details of the data protection system. The expert proposed to add “safety 

management” to the “technical requirements”.  

OICA: suggested to bring this to GRVA, ask the IWG on CS to propose a wording that could be acceptable to 

all regulations in the future;  

NL tabled the Table B1 in Annex 5, Table B of UN R155. The group found the Table B5, item 20.4 more 

appropriate;  
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OICA: requested the whole paragraph be reviewed by the GRVA-CS IWG, and that the 2nd bullet be totally in [ 

]. 

J: [14:11] Shima Hiroyuki (島 宏之、Ｇ１) (ゲスト) 

TA of R39 should accept the approved M7 by another TA of R155, is my understanding correct? Sometime, we 

use different TA for R39 and R155. 

NL: of course there must be a good communication between the Type Approval Authorities.  

OICA: concern that this proposal assumes that the odometer uses digital technology; yet some manufacturers 

may decide using mechanical speedometer; not only for L6L7 categories.  

NL: those technologies would not meet the 02 series of amendments to the regulation.  

The group acknowledged that the provisions are not technology neutral since they assume digital 

speedometer/odometer.  

The chair proposed that a dedicated wording opens the possibility of mechanical odometers with “the same level 

of protection”.  

The group had a debate on the way to have requirements for purely mechanical odometers, or hybrid systems.  

The group then wondered how best refer to UN R155 discriminating the CSMS from the technical provisions.  

 

The chair then proposed the following text to permit an alternative to compliance with UN R155: “Where 

appropriate, and in agreement with the Technical Service and Approval Authority, the manufacturer may show 

by alternative means that these requirements are deemed to be complied with and of the same level as specified 

in … .”. 

F: this alternative is already possible per UN R155 since it does not impose any methodology.  

 

Interpretation: “relevant” refers to the CSMS provisions related to the odometer in UN R155.  

 

There was a debate as to what evidence could a manufacturer show if there were no compliance with UN R155. 

The secretary interpreted the wording such that any alternative (Chinese regulations, USA regulations) should 

be accepted as long as the level of the provisions are at least equivalent to those of UN R155. NL: A typical 

alternative could be in the Tachograph with a common criteria level of security. 

D: questioned the reference to “electronic control unit” as ECU is not defined. May lead to misinterpretation, 

hence proposed to refer to “digital input”.  

NL: the possibility to program the device can be a discriminative criterion. See UN R83.  

OICA: we should avoid double regulations since odometer manipulation is already addressed in R83 and Euro7.  

 

Chair:  

- there was general support for the principle.  

- Wording can be improved 

- However there is a need respect the time allocated to our IWG. 

- Can be reviewed in the 2nd day.  

- Comparison table to be set up showing the tampering and odometer requirements in the various 

regulations (UN R83, UN R39, UN R155, Euro7, etc.) 

- About the second bullet, chair of the GRSG-R39MV to table the proposal to the GRVA TF-CS-

OTA to request guidance on the wording to be used. Need to well explain the concern. 

- Agreed to remove the reference to the vehicles of category L. 

 

Paragraph 2.2.2. 

The group found no good reason not to refer to the odometer. Some odometer can get their data directly from 

the wheels or drivetrain, without passing by the speedometer.  Conclusion: odometer added.  

 

Paragraph 2.6. 

Secretary: if “driven” then a tampered odometer is no odometer anymore.  

The group also debated the reference to “entry into service” since there may be a difference between the mileage 

when the vehicle gets out of the plant and the 1st registration. Can also be a distance between the OEM 

manufacturing facilities and the body builder facilities. “entry into service” would mean that you MUST reset to 

zero when the vehicle is 1st registered.  

“recorded” could mean that there could be a switch to stop the recording for a time. The group wondered 

whether aligning on the Euro7.  

Attention was drawn on the meaning of the definition, that the odometer is actually the display part of the 

odometer equipment. Proposal to add a new paragraph 2.6. “odometer equipment” with a paragraph 2.6.1. for 

“odometer” as the display.  

Conclusion: definition in [ ] 
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Paragraph 2.6.4. 

Need to be consistent, wording will be reviewed later;  

 

Paragraph 2.6.5. 

OICA to make a proposal in due time, for an official document for the October session of GRSG.  

 

Paragraph 2.8. 

Change to “manipulation”, justifications to be formulated. Chair committed to do it; “tampering” is the negative 

side of the manipulation. To be reviewed overnight. 

 

Paragraphs 5.6. to 5.8. 

D: the national legislation have 4.0 for decades. Hence the 2.5% should be reasonable due to the technical 

progress. 

F: need to clarify whether this is +/- XX%. Also, the paragraph addresses the ideal situation of the Type 

Approval Authority test conditions. Hence +/-4.0% seems acceptable, the tyres themselves still have some 

manufacturing tolerances.  

NL: 2.5% would be easy to achieve, but NL can accept +/-4.0 for flexibility. 

OICA: explained the reasoning for the OICA proposal for 5%. The tolerances for the tyres are based on the 

information given by ETRTO, which is no a UN body. The tyre tolerance in J for example do not follow the 

same rules (JATMA standards slightly deviate from the European ETRTO). This must be taken into account 

when the total permitted tolerance must be decided.  

Spectrum of tyres offered for sale:  

- Which tyre size to use at the time of Type Approval? Winter tyres, summer tyres? 

- The group would need to discriminate the tyres should the tolerances be less than 5%.  

- D: the tolerances should not be added to each other, since there are tolerances self-compensating; 

some contracting parties questioned whether the discussion  is about Type Approval or vehicles in 

service.  

- OICA: correct, but OICA did not calculate any statistical distribution.  

- F: suggested to impose the “worst case” as done in other regulations;  

Chair: suggested to let the question for guidance from GRSG. Will be reviewed on 2nd day of the meeting.  

 

 

 

 

6. AOB. 

 

7. Next meetings. 

 

 

_________________ 


